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Uncovering MultiTerra:
A Highly Sophisticated
Botnet Built to Take Revenue
from Legitimate CTV and Mobile Players
Understanding the Potential Impact of MultiTerra
DoubleVerify’s Fraud Lab team recently uncovered and shut down an aggressive botnet we labeled “MultiTerra”
because it operates across mobile and CTV environments. The botnet was designed to create fraudulent inventory
on both platforms, leading to misplaced ad spend for advertisers
bidding on non-existent impressions. Further, the botnet undermines
The botnet was designed to
the monetization potential of legitimate CTV supply providers by
create fraudulent inventory
artificially inflating inventory and directing away media investment
on both platforms, leading
from these platforms.

to misplaced ad spend for
advertisers bidding on
non-existent impressions.

The botnet was detected by our Fraud Lab’s data scientists, who analyze
billions of impressions daily for comprehensive fraud and
Sophisticated Invalid Traffic (SIVT). This particular botnet generated
more than three million fake impressions a day at its peak in CTV
and mobile environments. If left undetected, the inventory value of the
impression requests generated by MultiTerra was on track for over
a $1 million monthly run rate at its height (according to DV data).

Contact Sales@DoubleVerify.com or Visit us at DoubleVerify.com to learn more.

FRAUD ON CTV AND MOBILE
How Did It Work?
The basic flow of the MultiTerra bot was as follows:

Each IP spoofed multiple
devices and bundle IDs
These generated intense
bursts of fake impressions

MultiTerra hijacked
1000s of IP addresses
New IP addresses were
then hijacked
IP addresses were
quickly retired

What Was Unique About MultiTerra?
Speed and Adaptability
One of the distinctive features of the MultiTerra botnet was its IP-level activity; a single IP contained many
different user agents that were generating fake impressions very quickly — then rotated out and replaced with
new user agents.

In just 20 minutes, a single IP in the botnet
impersonated 16 different iPhone and
Android phones, requesting nearly
50 impressions to at least 9 different apps.
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MultiTerra's operators not only made sure that each fake user was sufficiently “dressed-up” with the right properties
to make it appear innocent, but also that it adapted fast enough to evade easy detection.

Volume and Intensity
Furthermore, MultiTerra exhibited a high volume and intensity of traffic in both Mobile App and CTV environments
and changed its behavioral patterns every few days — unlike other bots that usually change strategy every few
weeks or months. It also used the IPs it hijacked aggressively and for short periods of time.
While DV’s protection was able to track and block the botnet as it moved between IPs, within a few days we
identified that MultiTerra began changing its underlying behavior, specifically to avoid our detection. This has
happened with botnets before, but in this instance it was much faster and even more drastic. This mode of
operation helps the fraudster stay under the radar and ahead of anti-fraud solutions.
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FRAUD ON CTV AND MOBILE
How Were We Able to Shut Down MultiTerra?
DV’s machine-learning algorithms began to identify this unusual pattern, at which point our Fraud Lab team
investigated further by running tests to determine traffic validity. Once the abnormal behavior was confirmed as
fraudulent, our team quickly implemented protective measures and deployed them across our clients’ campaigns
and pre-bid avoidance integrations.
In a joint effort by DV’s research, analytics and development teams, the Fraud Lab team created an algorithm that
detected and captured these IP addresses less than an hour after they had been taken over by fraudsters.
This pattern repeated itself three more times over several weeks. DV blocked the traffic and MultiTerra morphed
again. Fifty days after it was first detected, the botnet was no longer operating.

MONITORING MULTITERRA’S UNIQUE PATTERN

MultiTerra declines. Less than 24
hours later, MultiTerra restarts and
changes its patterns - the fraud
team detects it again.

MultiTerra
transforms again
and is re-detected
a few hours later.

The MultiTerra
operation is shutdown.
Flagged Impressions

MultiTerra is
detected and
blocked.
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Staying at the forefront of emerging fraud schemes demonstrates our commitment to power the new standard of
marketing performance across devices, formats and ad delivery platforms — providing clarity and confidence in
your digital investment.
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